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with the original evil dead all but a cult classic, it remains to this day one of the scariest and most
entertaining horror films to have come out in the last few years. a group of friends head out to a

remote cabin where they discover a book of the dead, an ancient grimoire in which a group of fallen
angels were sealed. their presence must be released, and doing so will open up the gates to hell.

cast-wise this may be the biggest cast ever for an evil dead reboot, with bruce campbell returning as
ash, and co-stars julie benz as alice, lou diamond phillips as eli, dan hicks as martin and betsy russell
as linda. well not really betsy but julie, i mean she did die as ash’s wife and then resurrected herself
(for a few seconds). mind you, the “evil dead” is not considered a horror film by most people, but its

all for fun! personally i dont see why not call it a horror film, ash and his friends fall into the
netherworld and face off against the cenobites and dandertakers. evil dead 2 will, as per the second
movie of the series, feature an unseen force that unleashes a demonic curse upon a group of friends,
forcing them to put aside their differences and fight off a horde of killer with a chainsaw and a bottle
of holy water. the movie also stars jane levy, shiloh fernandez and elizabeth reaser. now for the best
part, the first half of the game, will be free for play on google play! this is great news for fans, as well

as for those who don't own a console or just don't want to purchase the game (now with a fully
competent hacking facility..proud owner of an android phone are you?).
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evil dead 2 tells the tale of ash trying to survive in a small town overrun by evil spirits. after the
events of the first movie, ash and his friends take refuge in a remote cabin in the woods. there, they

learn that the evil is actually the result of a ritual that goes back hundreds of years. the town has
been infested by the evil, and when ash investigates, he learns that the evil has to be killed with the

blood of a child. ash becomes obsessed with finding the perfect child to sacrifice, and repeatedly
falls victim to the supernatural at the hands of the evil. ash eventually gets a proper plan in place,

and with his friends, he goes into the town to stop the ritual. i know, i know, it sounds all very similar
to the plot of the evil dead 2, but trust me, this is still a pretty good story. evil dead 2 is a little rough
around the edges, but its a great film. its a fun horror comedy with some genuine scares, and a final

battle with a monster that is genuinely terrifying. and those scares are genuinely scary, for a film
that was made in 1985. i cant explain it, but i love how the villains just seem like monsters of some

sort, with glowing eyes and red skin, and no human characteristics. in fact, theres a scene in the film
where ash is spooked by a dark figure at the bottom of a well, and has a brief moment of panic. the
man that ash is facing is a succubus. theres no explanation of what a succubus is, but it just looks

like the devil, and ash is clearly terrified of the figure. so much of what makes the evil dead series so
scary is its sense of the unknown, and this is a real nail in the coffin when it comes to that.
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